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MADE WITH  

PASSION
NEW COLLECTION 2017

Carpet Decor is a passion of creating unique

and innovative carpets which could be an integral

part of beautiful and climatic interiors. Diversity

of patterns and their characteristic „used look”

effect were achieved thanks to the use of multicolour

yarn. Carpet Decor is the perfect complement

to the modernist project , which we all love.

CARPET DECOR

Carpets shown in the photographs are illustrative material and does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the law. In fact, 

the structure of the carpets and colors may vary slightly.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:

Size: 160x230 cm 

Weight: 1000 g/m² ± 5%

Composition: 41% AC, 29% CO, 23% PES, 7% VI

Finishing: Anti Slip Backing

Manufacturing Process: Jacquard Flatweave

ANATOLIA SKY BLUE



In the case of sticky stains remove the stain with a spoon. Sprinkle the remains of the 

stain with water and drain with a paper towel. Leave for drying. In the case of proble-

matic stains, soak the stain with water again and wipe with a microfiber cloth using 

pure soap until the stain is removed completely. Leave the carpet to dry.

   

3. Leave for drying.

3 EASY CLEANING STEPS

LIQUID STAINS: coffee, tea, juice etc.

1. In the case of liquid stains use paper

     towel to drain off the drops.

2. Sprinkle the remains of the stain with

     water and drain with a paper towel.

Carpet Decor collection is created with the advanced protection system 

Easy Clean which makes easier to remove stains, without damaging the 

unique structure of the material. It’s true that, in three easy steps, you can 

remove nearly all types of stains. Water and paper towel, in difficult stains 

cases, just microfibre and pure soap, this is everything you need to clean  

carpets.
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